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Springer-Verlag New York Inc., United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Frozen sections are diagnosed by the pathologist while a patient is undergoing
surgery, often under general anesthesia, for the purpose of rapid diagnosis which may be used to
make immediate treatment decisions or to confirm that diagnostic tissues have been sampled for
further study. As a result, frozen section diagnosis is often a highly demanding situation for the
pathologist who must render a diagnosis quickly and is a basis for critical decisions to the surgeon.
In addition to the need for rapid recall of differential diagnoses, there are many pitfalls and artifacts
that add to the risk of frozen section diagnosis that are not present with permanent sections of fully
processed tissues that can be examined in a more leisurely fashion. Most standard pathology
textbooks, both general and subspecialty, largely ignore the topic of frozen section. Few textbooks
have ever focused exclusively on frozen section diagnosis and those textbooks that have done so are
now out-of-date and have limited numbers of black and white figures. Frozen Section Library:
Pleura provides a convenient, user-friendly handbook to expedite use when performing
intraoperative consultations on pleural specimens....
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The ebook is not di icult in study preferable to understand. it was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. You are going to like just how the author
compose this book.
-- Leola  Sm ith-- Leola  Sm ith

This composed pdf is great. It usually will not cost too much. I am very easily can get a pleasure of reading a composed book.
-- Luis K lein-- Luis K lein
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